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mormonism philosophical liberalism
and the constitution
rn
R collin mangrum
Mangru

mormon celebrate the bicentennial of a secular
why should a monnon
constitution wouldnt any such reverence contradict the injunction
against idolatry doesnt the first commandments demand that we
give our complete fidelity to god rule out our allegiance to any other
nomos what about our constitutional history as a persecuted religious
minority the constitution provided no solace when vigilantes expelled
the saints from missouri and nauvoo in the 1830s and 1840s similarly
constitutional pleas went unheeded when the nineteenth century
mormons in the great basin were dis
cormons
disfranchised
disfranchiser
franchised denied naturalization
refused statehood prevented from serving on the bench or on juries and
refused governmental appointments to high political offices despite their
mormons
cormons
majoritarian status polygamy a practice mon
nons in the nineteenth
century associated with exaltation but others found abhorrent received
no constitutional protection the supreme court held that the first
conati
amendment protected beliefs not practices 2 more recently the consti
aution
tution has been interpreted as protecting the practice of abortion despite
3
its
belief by many of immorality why then mormon hoopla over what
could be characterized as political degeneracy
mormons have traditionally expressed allegiance to the consti
cormons
conati
aution
tution even while they have condemned abuses suffered in consequence
of its misinterpretation in part this allegiance derives from the providential history view that the lord prepared this land for the restoration
of the gospel and inspired the founding fathers so that the gospel might
roll forth yet surely this view would not justify constitutional flag
waving in the face of manifest injustice ultimately any justification for
the celebration rests upon the compatibility of mormon theology with the
liberal foundations of constitutional government
liberalism is a word charged with emotional meaning for many
mormans
mormons
monnons
uon
Mon
mons the word serves as a pejorative epithet symbolizing
Mor nons
ungodliness this mischaracterization however confuses the relative
roles served by world maintaining as compared with world
nonnative universes 4 the constitution deserves the fidelity
creating normative
R

rn is a professor of law at creighton university
Mangru
collin mangrum
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cormons because as a world maintaining nomos it protects the
of mormons
world creating nomos of the gospel of jesus christ
world creating normative universes such as christian communities cohere around shared commitments ritual common meaning and
close interpersonal relationships their psychological motif is unity
unswerving adherence to tradition orthodox readings of sacral texts or
the inspiration of priestly directives provides the centripetal force that
keeps such communities from fragmenting into disparate groups
diversity on the other hand serves as the motivating theme for a
world maintaining nomos such as the civil community the centrifugal
force generated by legitimizing diversity always threatens the very
existence of such communities karl barth comparing unfavorably the
civil to the christian community observes the civil community as
such is spiritually blind and ignorant it has neither faith nor love nor
hope it has no creed and no gospel prayer is not part of its life and its
5
are
and
not brothers
sisters
coherence and stability are
members
preserved by either coercion or rational principles delineating minimal
obligations classical liberalism historically and philosophically seeks
to ensure that the world maintaining nomos of the state prefers rational
principles over coercion briefly stated each individual is entitled to
pursue whatever his or her individual nomos requires subject to the
equal right of others to do the same an understanding of the historical
and philosophical foundations of this liberal thesis and its relation to
mormon theology may provide insight into a ajustification
justification of the mormon
celebration of the bicentennial of the constitution

liberalism AND THE constitution
Liberali
sms claim that each individual possesses basic human
liberalisms
rights that even the public interest of society cannot morally override is
a battle cry from the eighteenth century enlightenment the enlightenment was no friend to organized religion nonetheless important
antecedents in the history of religion bear on the question at hand
nation contributed significantly to embryonic liberal
reformation
the Refon
theory the medieval church by the sixteenth century had seemingly
implanted strict orthodoxy in religious belief and conduct common
liturgy ritual language and canon law had removed any hint of choice
in religious affairs the world creating nomos of the church had thrown
its tent over politics as expressed in the theory of ecclesiastical and
secular swords obedience to the prince who had been given the
imprimatur of ecclesiastical investiture received clerical affirmation
with few exceptions the priesthood legitimized even those political
acts that seemingly conflicted with religious norms believers had no
more right to dissent from political than from religious directives while
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john of salisbury in the twelfth century wrote of a right of tyrannicide
whenever a prince commands contrary to the religious obligations of his
subjects and thomas aquinas in the thirteenth century suggested
following aristotle that the obedience required by positive law was
conditional upon its correspondence with natural law the overwhelming
tenor of the medieval church favored patience long suffering and
obedience to political authority
reforming
nning the prince As
the priesthood shouldered the burden of refo
long as the augustinian belief that political society constituted divinely
ordained order imposed on fallen men as a remedy for their sins refused
to give way for the more aristotelian view noted by aquinas of the
11polis
polis as a purely human creation designed to fulfill mundane ends
liberal belief systems were unlikely to take hold 6 the reformation
however shattered the unity of the world creating nomos of the
medieval church bringing both skepticism of priestly directives in
spiritual affairs and an end to unquestioned deference to the prince in
political affairs 7 with the disintegration of the medieval nomos the
search was launched for a world maintaining nomos that would allow
disparate views to coexist
reformation leaders increasingly recognized political responsibility as a christian calling calvinists everywhere taking calvins
reformist geneva as their model sought to reform politics as well as
religion covenant theology justified the churchs
churche organization along
politically independent congregational lines a democracy of the visible
saints thereby replaced priesthood authoritarianism seventeenth
century england and new england witnessed calvinists seeking to
replicate the reformed ecclesiastical institution in politics in england
calvinistic puritans resisted the elizabethan settlement which had
imposed the book of common prayer anglican episcopacy and excessive ritualism on the established church of england they also followed
radical whig politics that cost charles I1 his head in 1646 and the catholic
james 11
II a throne in 1688 when protestantism was constitutionalized
il
with the glorious revolution john locke transferred calvins covenant
theology to social contract theory in politics individuals are entitled to
consensual government and the rule of law as god given rights
on the american side of the atlantic puritanism also heavily
influenced religious and political development calvins politically
independent congregationalism was the norm in new england from
the very beginning the mayflower compact the massachusetts bay
charter and distance from king and parliament all furthered the cause of
consensual government the puritan colonies in new england however
were anything but liberal calvinistic belief in the depravity of man
predestination and prevenient grace called for strict conformity to
puritanical standards that were incorporated into the blue laws of every
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calvinist influenced colony A new world creating nomos of the
visible saints had simply replaced the degenerate medieval alternative
governors such as john winthrop and ministers such as john cotton
justified on biblical grounds the right and obligation of the community
to banish seditious radicals such as roger williams who pled the cause
of liberty of conscience 8 freedom of religion rightfully existed for these
puritans who had left england to avoid the persecution of archbishop
laud others who refused to accept true religions sway over church and
state however could not be tolerated christian civil magistrates in their
capacity as members of the general court were to promote the cause of
civic harmony as well as avoid the wrath of god and were empowered
to punish or remove any and all dissenters 9
the suffering of dissenters prepared the way for the religious
liberty that would a century later provide the foundation for the religious
clauses of the constitution roger williams established rhode island in
1636 as a haven for baptists quakers and other malcontents there
williams stressed religious diversity while preserving the garden of true
religion unspoiled by compromises to the state 10 williamss religious
radicalism rather than cottons strict calvinism became the enlightenment norm a century and a half later for a number of reasons first the
multiplicity of established and dis
disestablished
disestablisher religions in america
established
congregationalism in new england catholicism in maryland
quakerism in pennsylvania anglicanism in the southern colonies and
presbyterianism in the middle colonies made problematic any national
establishment of religion second the great awakening of the mid
eighteenth century had emphasized spiritual fervor over orthodox
beliefs third arminian influence over such important ministers as
jonathan mayhew in new england emphasized human potentiality over
pessimistic calvinism fourth deistic teachings of enlightenment
thinkers labeled sectarian beliefs as mere opinions that detracted from
the social usefulness of religion fifth oppressive parliamentary acts
such as the stamp act of 1765 highlighted the oppressive potential of
non
nonconsensual
consensual government and finally the natural rights rhetoric of the
religious john locke and later the godless thomas paine became
fashionable as a defense for revolutionary causes
thus when jefferson penned the declaration of independence he
brought into national prominence the embryonic natural rights tradition
a world maintaining nomos that all men are created equal and endowed
by their creator with certain inalienable rights including the rights to life
liberty and the pursuit of happiness this calvinistic premised and
lockbean inspired pronouncement repudiated the notion of an all
lockean
encompassing nomos it followed english radical whig history of the
zealous inspired by calvin had
seventeenth century when religious zealots
denounced government by royal prerogative 12 but went even beyond
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defense of the glorious revolution and the notion of
parliamentary supremacy the individuals normative entitlement was
seen as being protected by natural rights common law or constitutional
rights no political organization not even a religiously inspired
democratic state could justifiably violate the natural rights man
brings with him as he leaves the state of nature and enters society
pre exist both temporally and logically the state
individual rights preexist
indeed the state receives its legitimacy and purpose in the rational
accommodation of the rights of its inhabitants each individual in effect
creates his own normative world subject only to the minimal constraints
necessary to maintain society whenever the state presumes more
extensive authority civil disobedience and revolution if necessary
become morally justifiable this liberal paradigm opposing normative
absolutism on the part of the state became the thesis of the declaration
of independence and the underlying rationale of the american constitution 13
while the protestant reformation radical whig history and
lockbean
lockean natural rights reasoning may be properly characterized as the
historical antecedents of the liberal constitutional perspective
eighteenth century enlightenment ideas furthered the rationalistic
notion that the states coercive authority ought to be exercised only upon
the basis of rational principles kant writing during the same age that
produced the declaration of independence and the united states constii
priori moral principles are capable of providing
tution explained that a prion
rational constraints for man in his interrelationships with other autonomous beings 14 the beginning idea for kant is that men are free and
equal rational beings this natural equality in moral capacity enables
each to pursue his or her own particular sense of the good subject only
to the limiting principle of the right freedom independence from the
an
constraint of anothers
others will insofar as it is compatible with the freedom
of everyone else in accordance with a universal law is the one sole and
original right that belongs to every human being by virtue of his
humanity 15 what is often overlooked in kantian analysis is that
individuals after seeing that they do no moral wrong to others are free
to select their own final ends or their own life plans developing ones
own conception of the good creating ones own nomos is the object of
freedom allowing others to pursue their own particular sense of good is
required by the moral constraint of the right this deontological approach
to ethics exhibits a strong commitment to equal respect and the autonomy
of the individual over and above any utilitarian calculus of the public
interest
the extent to which the framers adopted as their explanatory
paradigm of the constitution a liberal notion of government limited by
rational principles is a controversial historical and theoretical issue

lockes
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the world maintaining role
Madi
sons federalist number ten discusses theworld
madisons
matisons

of the state as the arbitrator of ever changing factions federalism
separation of powers checks and balances all reflect the theory of limited
government perhaps most importantly the bill of rights especially the
first amendment preserves individual rights of speech conscience
religion and association even above the clamor of factions these
foundational limitations evidence a clear choice of a world maintaining
over a world creating nomos at a minimum the founders recognized
that diversity would persist regardless of our efforts thus governments
role in providing centripetal constraints against centrifugal forces must
be finned
affirmed in governments coercive structure
the working out of the world maintaining normative rule of the
state has since become the interpretivist responsibility of not only the
supreme court but all freedom loving people whether rational
principles can reasonably circumscribe the states normative limits is a
matter of much dispute john stuart mill writing during the mid
nineteenth century and with the mormon polygamy issue clearly in
mind announced the harm to others limiting principle

af

that

principle is that the sole end for which mankind are warranted
individually or collectively in interfering with the liberty of action of any
of their number is self protection that the only purpose for which power
can be rightfully exercised over any member of a civilized community
against his will is to prevent harm to others his own good either physical
or moral is not a sufficient warrant 16

this principle which

has since for good or ill had a pervasive
influence on american constitutional legal thought is supportive of the
liberal inspired ethical premise that equal respect ought to be afforded
each person in his or her pursuit of particular life plans individual
freedom ought to be limited only by a coequal right of others to be free
although mill may have advanced this liberal principle for utilitarian
and teleological reasons social progress liberals find intrinsic value in
the underlying autonomy emanating from the principle on the liberal
view a world maintaining nomos not only furthers the public interest but
is morally required as a matter of our very humanity
several utilitarian justifications for state intervention however
have since challenged the simplicity or coherence of the millian hann
harm
principle lord devlin responding to the 1957 wolfenden report
recommending that self regarding acts such as homosexual practices be
decriminalized in england claimed that the sovereign has a right to
enforce common morality as a matter of self preservation to prevent
social disintegration 17 this disintegration thesis challenges the very
notion of self regarding acts in a reply to devlin H L A hart suggested
further paternalistic qualification of the millian principle arguing that
the state may intervene paternalistically to protect the individual against
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himself in terms of the norms the individual already has or would likely
upon detached reflection come to recognize 18 thus the state may clearly
protect the young and the mentally infirm against their temporary or
inherent irrationality in other cases where overwhelming evidence
exists that rational beings commonly act contrary to their own self
interest for example by not wearing seat belts or motorcycle helmets
the state may justifiably enact paternalistic legislation 19 of course these
qualifications if accepted make the enforcement of the millian principle
problematic who bears the burden of proving that a nonconformist
normative
nonnative perspective threatens the very existence of the society how
do we know that the individual upon calm reflection really would
choose to act rationally under our constitutional government the
courts having history and philosophy in mind adjudicate the boundaries
of the states world maintaining nomos each person however retains
some interpretivist responsibility each exercising his or her democratic
preferences should take great care that his or her expressed preferences
do not infringe the basic rights of others each must also monitor the
states intrusions on personal choice
if the states infringement of rights becomes persistent then those
whose creative nomos suffers as a result are faced with various prudential
alternatives the founding fathers taking locke english constitutional
history and enlightenment reasoning as their guide justified revolution
as a legitimate moral reaction to any states systematic deprivation of
inalienable rights where the state accommodates most of the rights of
its citizens on the other hand isolated infringements of specific rights
may authorize and require more restrained responses the contemporary
liberal writer ronald dworkin argues that civil disobedience may be
morally as well as legally justified where particular laws do not afford the
citizens the equal concern and respect called for by the political morality
of the regime 20 john rawls another contemporary liberal advocate
similarly characterizes civil disobedience as morally permissible when
it aims to move the society to an increased appreciation of individual
rights he defines civil disobedience as
a public nonviolent conscientious yet political act contrary to law usually
done with the aim of bringing about a change in the law or policies of
government by acting in this way one addresses the sense of justice of the
majority of the community and declares that in ones considered opinion the
principles of social cooperation among free and equal men are not being
respected 21

rawls also identifies conscientious refusal as morally acceptable in
those instances where the law requires an act that offends ones
conscience simply refusing to comply is different from civil disobedience in that it need not be addressed to the public for the purpose of
causing change
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this brief sketch of the intellectual foundation of constitutional
liberalism viewed as a world maintaining nomos suggests the following
principles
1

2

3

4

5

individuals have natural rights arising out of their shared humanity
although the reach and range of rights are somewhat problematic the
state must at least respect freedom of conscience speech religion and
association although other rights including property and juridical
rights are frequently mentioned they are more controversial the
european emphasis on the right to equal property is supportive of
welfare liberalism favoring the regulatory state this form of
liberalism is what most modem readers identify as liberalism
the laissez faire alternative of what has become fashionable to
characterize as libertarian thought stresses property rights over welfare
rights thus libertarians object to taxation for welfare purposes on the
grounds that property rights are fundamental not conventional
the principle of individual freedom can only be properly constrained
by the equal freedom of others stated differently public interest
utilitarian arguments cannot morally override individual rights
once the individual has taken care not to infringe the rights of others
he or she ought to be free to pursue a personal sense of the good people
ought to be free to create or adopt a normative system stronger than
liberalism so long as they respect the minimalist constraints required
by a nomos of individual rights
whenever the state presumes to hold basic human rights in abeyance
moral obligations to obey its laws diminish raising the moral
possibility of civil disobedience conscientious refusal and perhaps
revolution

each of these postulates

taken individually is somewhat
controversial but as a package they fairly capture the essence of
philosophical liberalism which it is argued herein provides the
intellectual foundation for american constitutionalism what needs to
be emphasized is that liberalism american constitutionalism offers
principled restrictions on the coercive authority of the state but says
nothing about the ends that individuals within the state ought to be
preoccupied with after they have taken care not to violate the rights of
others it is a world maintaining not a world creating nomos
critics of liberalism often misunderstand or mischaracterize the
liberal posture of neutrality towards ends A common mistake is to link
liberalism with the radical skepticism ofhume
of hume and the debate over moral
relativism the priority given by liberalism to certain values human
rights belies this conclusion although the charge seems more apropos
when liberals discuss the domain of the good liberals could nonetheless
honestly plead not guilty there is substantial difference between
knowing what theory of the good corresponds to truth and being willing
to coerce others to follow it A liberal convinced that he or she has found
truth may attempt to persuade others where to dig in search of pay dirt
however the principle of equal respect forbids any coercive measures
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that would demand others work the diggings for a share of the gold or
for that matter any obligation that others should accept the intrinsic
value of gold
another point of confusion requires clarification although
oriented around the autonomy of the individual a liberal society need not
be purely atomistic if members of society freely choose a collectivistic
social order as an expression of their theory of the good there is nothing
in liberalism that would compel fragmentation and dissolution 22 the
puritans city on the hill is possible if freely chosen rawls for example
acknowledges that communitarian values would possibly flourish in a
liberal society
there is no reason why a well ordered society should encourage primarily
individualistic values if this means ways of life that lead individuals to
pursue their own way and to have no concern for the interest of others
although respecting their rights and liberties normally one would expect
most people to belong to one or more associations and to have at least some
collective ends in this sense the basic liberties are not intended to keep
persons in isolation from one another or to persuade them to live private
lives even though some no doubt will but to secure the right of free
movement between associations and smaller communities 2321

liberal theory thus demands only maintenance of the conditions
of free choice for those individuals participating within the group and
restrictions on the ability of the group to violate the equal rights of
nonparticipants
non
participants while the collectivistic impulse seems to run counter to
the individualism pervading liberal thought it is only because
collectivism is so often closely associated with authoritarian
tendencies As long as the communitarian view limits its nomos to
those voluntarily choosing its strictures no necessary conflict with the
liberal state need occur liberalism would allow freely chosen strong
normative
nonnative universes to coexist in the pluralistic state so long as each
respected the priority of the right the weak liberal nomos to the good
the strong religious nomos priority used in this sense does not
relate to importance but to the lexical ordering of moral duties we are
first obligated to respect the rights of others once we have taken care to
do that we can freely choose a distinctive life plan or religious
community
THE

relationship OF MORMON THEOLOGY
TO LIBERAL constitutionalism

with a working model of liberalism in hand and some familiarity

monnon
with supportive religious history in mind a comparison of mormon
theology liberalism and constitutionalism is possible first the doctrine
monnon concept of
of individual rights finds theological support in the mormon
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free agency the belief in eternal progression and the affirmation of
human perfectibility the problem of free will occupies center stage in
the play of mormon theology 2 4 against the tenets that propelled the
calvinists of the seventeenth century predestination original sin
salvation by grace and denial of free will looms mormon belief in free
agency this doctrine of course was not original with mormonism the
Anni
dutch theologian jacobus arminius
annl nius 1560 1609 had opposed the
calvinist doctrine of predestination at the turn of the seventeenth
century his teachings later adopted by john wesley influenced
american theologians such as jonathan mayhew and found their
way into the methodist movement the transformation in this country
of puritan calvinism into evangelical protestantism created the
mormon
monnon
intellectual climate out of which mon
non perfectionism emerged 25
whereas protestant political radicalism burdened with the calvinistic
views of original sin had to back into the notion of moral responsibility
mormonism as a non protestant restored church could announce the
true gospel unfettered by the intellectual baggage of the reformation
the mormon articles of faith succinctly state a radical
theological perspective grounded on belief in free will and denial of
original sin the second article denies the doctrine of original sin
we believe that men will be punished for their own sins and not for
adams transgression the third article while accepting the necessity
of the atonement adds that salvation exaltation is not strictly a free
gift of god but is conditional upon obedience to gospel principles
we believe that through the atonement of christ all mankind may be
saved by obedience to the laws and ordinances of the gospel with
moral responsibility affirmed the conditions of freedom become critical
that is if man is basically perverse and his salvation or damnation
determined irrespective of any personal conduct then a coercive state
would pose no theological barrier and may even be required in a
21
hobbesian sense to make society possible 26
calvinists historically troubled over this dilemma eventually
justified consensual government under the hands of visible saints
these elect individuals were to act as responsible lesser magistrates
as a matter of religious calling on the reasoning that by multiplying the
sources of responsibility individual depravity could better be held in
check where on the other hand mans salvation is partially
dependent on obedience to gods laws natural rights especially
religious liberty become not only preferable but critical man must
be allowed to act in accordance with the dictates of god if the state
asserts too strong a normative claim jeopardizing obedience to god
then civil disobedience or conscientious refusal become necessary the
eleventh article of faith proclaims mormon justification for both free
wor shipping
exercise and disestablishment we claim the privilege of worshipping
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almighty god according to the dictates of our own conscience and allow
all men the same privilege let them worship how where or what they
may finally a distinctively non calvinistic faith in the nobility of man
is expressed in the thirteenth articles bold assertion we believe in
being honest true chaste benevolent virtuous and in doing good to all
men
if we are to capture the essence of mormon theological radicalism
cormons it has
however we must go beyond the articles of faith for mormons
become idiomatic that As man is god once was as god is man may
become this couplet expresses the mormon notion of eternal
progression or the perfectibility of man the narrative begins with an
ity of god and man god
coeternality
coetemality
account of premortal existence and the coeternal
nihilo out of nothing man existed forever as an
did not create man ex nichilo
intelligence possessing identity and free will or agency it was gatans
satans
willful effort to destroy the agency of man that merited his expulsion
from gods presence and the tenni
termination
nation of his eternal progression
satan in effect proposed a dictatorial normative universe in which
human choice was totally eliminated mormon theological narrative
therefore teaches against coercion and in favor of freedom man chose
to retain his agency and accept full responsibility for his actions upon
condition that his elder brother christ offer himself as an atonement for
mans sins through faith and willful obedience we become with
christs nurturing aid increasingly like god freedom therefore is the
foundational right originating temporally and logically independent of
the states recognition
moreover mormonism proclaims that governments were instituted of god for the benefit of man and that he holds men accountable
for their acts in relation to them dac
13411 of course consensual
d&c 134
government provides the norm
norin the prophet joseph smith expressed his
confidence in the principle of self governance when he stated that man
27
himself
principles
govern
taught
would
correct
if
with the religious necessity of moral freedom established and the
principal of consensual government affirmed the rights of conscience
majori tarian preferexpression and association even where contrary to majoritarian
ences become paramount the early saints advanced the cause of
freedom of conscience against coerced religious orthodoxy the
mormon declaration of political beliefs clearly identifies the free
exercise of conscience as one of the preeminent inherent and
inalienable rights dac
d&c 13425 the same section of the doctrine and
covenants argues it would be unjust to mingle religious influence with
the civil government whereby one religious society is fostered and
28
1349
another proscribed in its spiritual privileges dac
this is a
d&c
sharp break from calvins geneva experiences that the new england
puritans tried to replicate indeed the repeated references by various
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church leaders including every prophet since joseph smith to the
inspiration reflected in the united states constitution largely focuses on
the constitutions rights orientation especially the right of religious
freedom 29 it was with impassioned appeal in the face of religious
persecution that joseph smith announced 1 I am the greatest advocate
of the constitution of the united states there is on the earth 30
mormon
monnon commitment to religious freedom made american
constitutional history in the reynolds case the first free exercise
pronouncement made by the united states supreme court the court in
dicta in reynolds agreed with the liberal mormon position that with the
first amendment congress was deprived of all legislative power over
mere opinion the court however had a different perspective as to
where the lines of protected religious practices ought to be drawn
mormons
monnons placed the religious
whereas the liberal view held by mormans
practice of polygamy within the protected sphere the court adopted a
narrow belief conduct dichotomy that has troubled legal scholars
ever since concluding that the practice of polygamy could be made
illegal

31

the courts reasoning process followed

a shallow syllogistic
analysis all religious conduct unlike beliefs cannot be immune
from civil control human sacrifice has to be impermissible by any
standard the practice of polygamy represents conduct rather than belief
therefore the state can legitimately proscribe the practice of even if not
the belief in polygamy the courts strange reading of the first
evis cerates the essence of free exercise 32 nearly
amendment largely eviscerates
a century later the court recognized that they had painted themselves into
a comer with the belief conduct dichotomy to agree that religiously
grounded conduct must often be subject to the broad police power of the
state is not to deny that there are areas of conduct
beyond the power
of the state to control
in this context belief and action cannot be
neatly confined in logic tight compartments
the question then is not
whether some religious conduct is beyond public regulation it is how do
we draw meaningful lines when a religion erects keep out no
trespassing
Tres passing signs around their religious activities the court in yoder
recognized religious community rights the amish were permitted to
refuse to send their children to high school so they could remain
distinctive
mormon theology offers a liberal answer to the where do you
draw the line question the free exercise of religion ought to be
limited only where religious activities infringe upon the equal rights
Majoritarian preferences by themselves cannot outweigh
of others majoritarian
rights associated with religious freedom again the declaration of
political belief published by the saints in 1835 adopts this liberal
principle
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we believe that religion

is instituted of god and that men are amenable to
him and to him only for the exercise of it unless their religious opinions
prompt them to infringe upon the rights and liberties of others but we do not
believe that human law has the right to interfere in prescribing rules of
worship to bind the consciences of men nor dictate forms for public or
private devotion that the civil magistrate should restrain crime but never

control conscience should punish guilt but never suppress the freedom of
the soul dac
d&c 1344

according to this perspective religiously inspired practices are
exempt from the states regulatory power unless they violate the
rights and liberties of others whereupon they potentially become
legitimate crimes fall within the world maintaining nomos of the state
which religion cannot protect unless we are to fall into circular
reasoning the concepts of rights and liberties must be given some
workable meaning although the boundaries of individual moral
41

rights are complex and controversial as we have seen vague notions
of public interest cannot be relied upon in a utilitarian sense to extinguish
individual rights
it is difficult to find for example the rights and liberties of others
threatened by the mormon practice of polygamy assuming fully
voluntary involvement on the part of all parties marriage and personal
family relationships seem to fit into the zone of privacy necessary for the
dignity of the individual mill even used the mormon polygamy
example to argue the cause of liberty in his essay on liberty while the
majority of the community may find polygamous marriage relationships
repugnant repugnancy unassociated with entitlement claims cannot
invalidate the rights of believers to practice polygamy if liberalism has
mormons have expressed no sympathy for either a social
any validity cormons
disintegration or a paternalism argument favoring restrictions on
such religious practices
mormon theology teaches that once the saints have taken care not
to infringe the rights of others they are free to pursue their own normative
nonnative
perspective believers though in the world are entitled to act as if they
were not of the world so long as they avoid infringing the rights of others
mormon attempts to realize zion during the nineteenth century represent
monnon
their pursuit of the good within the constraint of the right thus
nineteenth century efforts to implement the law of consecration in
economic affairs the law of polygamy in domestic relations theodemocracy in political activities representing the group and exclusive
reliance on ecclesiastical courts in resolving conflicts within the group
all constituted protected religious conduct because each activity
emanated from religious belief and jeopardized no ones rights 34 in brief
mormon commitment to religious freedom defends a liberal civil
monnon
government despite the theocratic nature of the church the legitimacy
of Mormoni
mormonisms
affirmed
sms world creating nomos within zion is af
finned by
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mormon disinterest in coercively imposing that nomos outside the
community
whenever the state illegitimately proscribes religious belief or
protected conduct mormon theology speaks of moral religious and in
some instances constitutional rights of its members to either civilly
disobey or conscientiously refuse compliance with the laws of man the
declaration we believe that no government can exist in peace except
such laws are framed and held inviolate as will secure to each individual
the free exercise of conscience the right and control of property and the
protection of life dac
d&c 1342 is not merely a descriptive statement of
political realities the parallels in wording and implication with the
declaration of independence are not purely coincidental mormon
teachings give priority to religious world creating over civil world
maintaining obligations and expect the moral inspired state to accom
accod
modate
iodate that preference
the polygamy era provides an example of the priority given by
mormons to gods laws over civil obligation many polygamists went to
cormons
prison rather than abandon their commitment to the practice of
polygamy at the same time the saints continued to claim that antipolygamy statutes were immoral and unconstitutional elder nicholson
for example speaking for himself in 1881 succinctly stated the
orthodox mormon view 1 I lay it down as a proposition that any law that
infringes upon my religious rights cannot be a constitutional law if all the
courts in the world decide that it is of that character 35 moses thatcher
went even further in suggesting that mormon civil disobedience or
conscientious refusal would ultimately inure to the benefit of all
mormons
Mormons continuing to
freedom seeking people in justifying the cormons
practice polygamy despite its illegality elder thatcher noted the logical
weakness of the courts belief conduct dichotomy
am not so blind that 1I cannot see that anything which you or 1I may do may
be made contrary to law and may be called unconstitutional
congress has a right to enact a law in relation to marriage it might just as
consistently make a law affecting baptism or prescribing the manner if
allowed at all the sacrament of the lords supper should be administered
what will you do about it says one 1I do not pretend to give advice
but
we will continue to love our country defend its interests and be free
men in these mountains if we were ought else if we could be bound hand
and foot as abject slaves we should be unworthy to be citizens of so great
a republic
tjhe very acts of persecution and unfairness that will be
tahe
directed against us will bring out and develop the elements of excellency
that will make them lovers and defenders of right and liberty until in due
time of the lord there will grow up in these mountains a race of people that
will not only defend the constitution but defend the flag of the nation and
at the same time be willing to extend the principles of freedom to all who
we expect to defend our rights as american
desire to receive them
16
citizens and to do less than this would be unworthy of free people 36
1I

if
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although the church eventually capitulated the principle remains the
same religious obligations that respect the rights of others and yet are
made illegal are the proper subject of civil disobedience or conscientious
refusal

thus mormon theological views of the rights of man follow the

tradition of radical protestantism track quite closely the tenets of
philosophical liberalism and are supportive of american constitutionalism man is entitled to basic human rights that cannot be overridden by
the public interest of society preeminent among these are the rights
pertaining to religious freedom while not absolute religious liberty
ought to be circumscribed only by the equal rights of others after taking
care not to infringe the equal rights of others religious communities
individuals ought to be afforded the right to pursue their sense of the
reil
rell
religious
gious
good and whenever the state interferes with its citizens reli
bious
freedoms civil disobedience or conscientious refusal may be morally
justified
TENSION IN

maintaining NORMATIVE boundaries

the boundaries between the world maintaining nomos of the state
and the world creating nomos of the gospel are not always apparent
tension persists despite analytical distinctiveness christ offered
Pharis ees
direction in his personal response to the problem when the pharisees
took counsel how they might entangle him in his talk matt 2215
they hit upon the tax conundrum Is it lawful to give tribute unto caesar
matt 2217 of course if the religious nomos is exhaustive no
or not
Pharis ees suggested this
outside allegiances are appropriate the pharisees
seditious but preferred religious position to christ in their prefatory
tea chest the way of god in
remarks we know that thou art true and teachest
truth neither carest thou for any man for thou regardest not the person
of men matt 2216 they evidently expected christ to deny the
responsibility of jews to pay taxes which would have made him an open
affirmed a limited jurisdiction for the
enemy of rome instead christ finned
minued
state while remaining ultimately committed to god render therefore
caesars
Cae sars and unto god the things that
unto caesar the things which are caesara
are gods matt 2221
caesara
Cae sars jurisunderstanding those things that are properly under caesars
diction is our religious as well as political responsibility prayer for
example is part of our religious nomos the scriptures teach us to pray
always that we may be accounted worthy to escape all these things that
shall come to pass and to stand before the son of man luke 2136
does this admonition extend to public school prayers what about our
belief that it would be inappropriate to mingle religious influence with
civil government whereby one religious society is fostered and another

af
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proscribed in its spiritual privileges dac
d&c 1349 it could be argued
that while we insist on the right to pray with our children in the morning
before school as well as the right of our children to pray personally while
normative responsibilities
in school the states world maintaining nonnative
preclude a state required prayer in school 37 even though we believe a
prayer would benefit the nonbeliever our religious nomos may properly
be circumscribed by world maintaining rights of others at a minimum
we must address the strong moral claims of others that by imposing a
prayer in a public educational setting we are undermining their creative
nomos
conversely religious participation in politics cannot always be
proscribed under a world maintaining normative argument thus
religious beliefs regarding feeding the poor and clothing the naked
provide a basis for democratic preferences in legislation unless a
libertarian property right argument is persuasive so too religious views
may properly inform us regarding the sanctity of life when the propriety
of abortion is at issue against arguments of privacy rights the
immorality of killing the unborn can be argued with religious fervor
anti abortion argument cannot be predicated on public
notice that the antiabortion
interest grounds if we acknowledge a right of privacy but rather on the
rights of the unborn which we understand more clearly because of our
religious perspective
of course whenever religious views are introduced into the
political forum there exists the possibility of violating the third
commandments prohibition against taking the lords name in vain 38
that is religious leaders or members may inappropriately speak for god
this is the real threat to the purity of religion that roger williams feared
when he urged the separation of church and state if religion becomes too
politicized it will less likely serve as a garden in the wilderness the
possibility of mis
misspeaking for god however cannot vitiate our right and
speaking
responsibility to engage in political dialogue over the proper boundaries
of our rights
this raises a final problem for those who would maintain the
normative universe theory each system contains
integrity of the two nonnative
the seeds of erosion if not absorption of the competing system
liberalism legitimizes if it does not enshrine diversity once religion
acknowledges a proper role for a world maintaining nomos the
possibility of it taking on world creating attributes looms large if choice
is the appropriate paradigm in politics why not politicize religion if the
constitution is embraced as properly capturing the proper nomos for
political affairs why should undemocratic tendencies prevail within the
gospel why should women for example be denied the priesthood
why not elect bishops or any other priesthood leader by popular vote
majori tarian preferences those
why not choose some suggest by majoritarian
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commandments members feel are appropriate for a religious creed why
not in effect do away with the world creating nomos of the church in
favor of the philosophies of men on the other extreme others urge the
projection of the world creating nomos of the church upon the state in a
puritanical tradition why not make all political decisions issues of faith
mormonism instead coherently embraces the unity oneness and
togetherness of a revealed zion while cherishing a constitutional heritage
that preserves the right of others to choose babylon
while mormon social radicalism has largely dissipated and
mormon communities have come to embrace traditional values and
monnon
institutions in this the bicentennial year of the constitution we need to
rekindle our awareness of human rights As religious people with
political clout we ought to repress the tendency to rely on our increasingly majoritarian status to trample the rights of others in the name of
public interest this is not to offer glib answers nor necessarily
politically liberal answers to difficult moral issues but to reawaken the
need for principled dialogue and analysis of political decisions that
threaten to affect the rights of others even as we claim entitlement to the
right to choose zion we must cultivate our sensitivities to the rights of
others even as we attempt to persuade others of the beauty warmth and
peace found within zion we need to remember that coercion is inimical
to the zion we would build
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